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AUSTRALASIAN PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSIONERS' CONFERENCE 
Monday. 27th. Tuesday. 28th. and Wednesday. 29th September 1971 
OFFICIAL OPENING of the Conference at 9.45 a.m., Monday, 27th, by 
The Honourable Don Dunstan, Q.C., M.P., the Premier 
and the Treasurer of South Australia. 
Notes for Opening Address 
1. Welcome to interstate and overseas visitors and 
special mention of delegates from Papua-New Guinea, 
Fiji and New Zealand - first occasion on which these 
particular delegates have represented their organisa-
tions at such a Conference. 
2,1 • Congratulations to Sir Frederick Wheeler on his 
appointment to the post of Secretary of the 
Department of the Treasury, effective from 1st 
November 1971. 
3. The first occasion in the long history of these 
Conferences (now biennial in character) on which 
South Australia has had the honour of being the 
host. 
4. Interested in the theme of the Conference, which is: 
"THE RELEVANCE OF THE PRESENT INSTITUTIONS 
AND PRACTICES OF PUBLIC SERVICES TO THE 
EVOLVING COMMUNITY FRAMEWORK OF THE 1970'S 
WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO THE ROLE OF 
PUBLIC SERVICE BOARDS AND COMMISSIONERS." 
It is an indication of looking to the future rather than 
dwelling on the past or present. 
5. Emphasize need for continued improvement in the quality 
of Public Services to service the increasingly complex 
demands of society, to advise Ministers in matters of 
"policy and to implement determined policies effectively. 
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8. 
This is recognised' by the Government in many-
ways: the Government introduced a new 
Public Service Act in 1967 and this 
eliminated all reference to seniority in 
respect of'^ aseliaiifiBS or appeals in the 
Public Service. -Probations are now made 
on the 'merit' criterion only. 
The new Act also provided for the first full-time 
Public Service Board in South Australia; the 
present members of the Board were appointed 
by the Government in 1968. 
The Government has also authorised a complete; 
review of the legislation covering the 
Superannuation Fund. 
Express wish for enjoyable stay in Adelaide and 
on the outing arranged on Thursday through 
the southern districts* wine areas and to a 
major historical and tourist area of the State 
on the South Coast, including Victor Harbour, 
Encounter Bay and Goolwa, near the Hurray mouth. 
Declare the Conference open. 
Mffl^  VjfcT4 1 
S^Gfattcty ^ haAe^ 
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PRESS RELEASE FROM THE PREMIER. MR. DUNSTAIM, 
AU5TRALA5IAN PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSIONERS' CONFERENCE. 27/9/71. 
Between now and the end of this century governments the world over 
will be required to make fundamental decisions affecting the very 
question of survival of mankind, the Premier (Mr. Dunstan) said today. 
He was opening a conference of Australasian Public Service Commissioners 
in Adelaide. 
"This is because of two basic areas of concern which encompass all the 
subsidiary areas in which governments will be required to take action. 
"They are the current familiar and fashionable ones of population and 
pollution. 
( 
"They will become less fashionable, more horrifying, relentlessly 
and more politically demanding. 
"For governments the ramifications are immense," the Premier said. 
"For instance, for population read birth control programmes, health 
and housing, city planning or the lack of it, education, employment 
and the environment; for pollution read, for instance, the effect of 
large human populations on the environment and the pollution caused by 
industrial economies designed to serve such populations. 
"The two areas of concern are inextricably commingled", the Premier said 
The process of change was ijathering speed, 
A period of consolidation could not be predicted. 
)|"And because of this it is my belief that now and in the immediate 
future our public administration will need to have built into it a 
capacity for constant flexibility and increasing intellectual 
competence", Mr. Dunstan said. 
The range and complexity of governmental administrative structures 
that will be necessary to implement a rapidly growing list of specific 
policies will be quite staggering. 
"The staggering part will be qualitative rather than quantitative. 
It will not be a matter of getting a large bureaucracy, but rather a 
matter of making sure that we are capable of handling the tasks that 
will not allow for rigidity of thought or organisation, or elaborate 
hierarchies in which communication is diffused, or for empires of 
authority in which the capacity for objective and effective decision-
making is diminished," 
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The Premier said that, given the increasing range, of governmental 
interest in both the publicly and privately organised parts of the 
community and the constant meshing of governmental and private sectors 
of the community, there was an ever increasing number of potentially 
critical matters upon which a government might be required to act with 
skill or speed. 
"It is essential that it have working for it a Public 5ervice which is 
capable of tendering the most carefully considered advice and putting 
the most subtle of policy decisions into effect. 
"In fact, many of the areas requiring future action by governments 
have not until now been considered its province." 
i 
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NOT u s ^ . 9,5 
5P£ECH FOR THE OPENING OF THE AUSTRALASIAN PUBLIC SERVTCF COMMISS IONERS ' 
CONFERENCE BY DONHPUNSTAN . PREMIER OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
27/9/71 . 
IT GIVES ME GREAT PLEASURE THIS MORNING TO WELCOME YOU ALL HERE. 
THE AUSTRALASIAN PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISS IONERS ' CONFERENCE I S , I B E L I EVE , 
A MOST IMPORTANT B I ENN IAL EVENT IN THE CALENDARS OF BOTH AUSTRALASIAN 
GOVERNMENTS AND THEIR RESPECTIVE PUBLIC SERV ICES . I HOPE THAT, AS A 
RESULT OF YOUR MEETING IN ADELAIDE, BOTH THESE AREAS OF INTEREST WILL 
RECEIVE CONSIDERABLE BENEF ITS FROM YOUR DEL IBERATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS. 
I WOULD ESPECIALLY L I KE TO WELCOME AT THIS STAGE THOSE DELEGATES FROM 
INTERSTATE, AND FROM PAPUA-NEW GUINEA, F I J I AND NEW ZEALAND. I TRUST 
THAT YOUR STAY IN ADELAIDE WILL BE ENJOYABLE. AND I WOULD ALSO L I KE ON 
JEHALF OF MY GOVERNMENT AND, I AM SURE, THE CONFERENCE, TO EXTEND 
CONGRATULAT IONS TO S I R FREDERICK WHEELER ON H I S APPOINTMENT TO THE POST 
OF SECRETARY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, IN CANBERRA, WHICH WILL 
BECOME EFFECTIVE FROM THE 1ST OF NOVEMBER. 
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I WAS INTERESTED TO READ THAT THE MAIN THEME OF YOUR CONFERENCE CONCERNS 
WHETHER THE PRESENT INST ITUT IONS AND PRACTICES OF OUR PUBLIC SERV ICES 
ARE RELEVANT TO COMMUNITIES WHICH ARE QUITE RAPIDLY CHANGING, AND THIS 
™ I T H ESPEC IAL REGARD TO THE ROLE OF PUBLIC SERVICE BOARDS AND COMMISSIONERS. 
I THINK THAT TH IS I S AN ENTIRELY APPROPRIATE THEME FOR A CONFERENCE, WHICH, 
MEETS , AS YOU ARE, FOR THE F IRST TIME IN THE " S E V E N T I E S " , AND FOR THE 
F IRST TIME IN ADELA IDE. 
PUT 
IN ADELA IDE, OR TO/IT MORE GENERALLY, IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA, WE ARE FACED 
WITH THE VERY KINDS OF PROBLEMS AND CONSIDERATIONS WHICH, I HAVE NO 
DOUBT, PROMPTED THE FORMULATION OF YOUR MAIN THEME. THEY HAVE BEEN WITH 
US FOR SOME T IME. THEY ARE ENDEMIC TO ALL DEVELOPED COUNTRIES AND STATES. 
WHAT MY GOVERNMENT I S ENDEAVOURING TO ENSURE IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA I S A 
COMMUNITY WHOSE ORGANISED PARTS ARE CAPABLE OF RESPONDING IN AN EFFECTIVE 
AND INTELLIGENT WAY TO THE PROBLEMS AND TO THE GREAT AND OBSERVABLE CURRENT 
SH IFTS IN POL IT ICAL BEHAVIOUR AND SOCIAL VALUES, AND THE DEMANDS OF 
RAPID TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE. 
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BECAUSE GOVERNMENTS ARE BY THEIR VERY NATURE AUTOMATICALLY INVOLVED IN , 
FOR INSTANCE, NEW ATTITUDES TO OWNERSHIP, OR CHANGING CONCEPTS OF FAMILY 
ORGANISATION, OR EMERGENT MATTERS L I KE ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING AND CONTROL, 
SO TOO ARE PUBLIC SERV ICES . 
FURTHER, GIVEN THE GREAT RANGE, AND INDEED THE INCREASING RANGE, OF 
GOVERNMENTAL INTEREST IN BOTH THE PUBLICLY AND PRIVATELY 'ORGANISED ' 
PARTS OF THE COMMUNITY, AND THE EVER INCREASING NUMBER OF POTENTIALLY 
CR IT ICAL MATTERS UPON WHICH A GOVERNMENT MIGHT BE REQUIRED TO ACT WITH 
S K I L L OR SPEED, IT I S ESSENTIAL THAT IT HAVE WORKING FOR IT A SERVICE WHICH 
I S CAPABLE OF TENDERING THE MOST CAREFULLY CONSIDERED ADVICE AND PUTTING 
THE MOST SUBTLE OF POLICY DEC IS IONS INTO EFFECT. IN FACT, MANY OF THE 
AREAS REQUIRING FUTURE ACTION BY GOVERNMENTS HAVE NOT UNTIL NOW BEEN 
CONSIDERED I T S PROVINCE. AND BECAUSE PROBLEMS AND AREAS OF ACTION ARE 
^ARI5ING FROM RAPID CHANGES IN SOCIAL AND POL IT ICAL ATTITUDES OR THE 
INCREASING IMPACT OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES ON BOTH THE ECONOMY AND THE WORKFORCE, 
GOVERNMENTS ARE INCREASINGLY NEEDING ADVICE ON MATTERS WHICH HITHERTO HAVE 
BEEN THE PROVINCE OF S P E C I A L I S T S LABOURING IN A HUNDRED DIFFERENT 
D I S C I P L I N E S OR ENTREPRENEURS DEALING IN A THOUSAND DIFFERENT COMMODITIES. 
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AND THE CHANGES ARE SPEEDING UP. A COOLING OFF PERIOD, OR PERIOD OF 
CONSOLIDATION CANNOT BE PREDICTED. AND BECAUSE OF THIS IT I S MY BEL I EF 
THAT NOW AND IN THE IMMEDIATE FUTURE OUR PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION WILL NEED 
H"0 HAVE BUILT INTO IT A CAPACITY FOR CONSTANT F L E X I B I L I T Y AND INCREASING 
INTELLECTUAL COMPETENCE. 
MY REASON FOR SAYING THIS I S TH I S : BETWEEN NOW AND THE END OF THIS 
CENTURY GOVERNMENT THE WORLD OVER WILL BE REQUIRED TO MAKE STRATEGIC 
DEC IS IONS THE CONSEQUENCES OF WHICH WILL BE FUNDAMENTAL TO NOT ONLY A 
LOCAL CONCEPT OF SUBURBAN COMFORT, BUT ALSO TO THE VERY SURVIVAL OF THE 
RACE. AND THIS I S BECAUSE OF TWO BAS IC GENERAL AREAS OF CONCERN, WHICH 
EMCOMPASS ALL THE SUBS ID IARY AREAS IN WHICH GOVERNMENTS WILL BE 
REQUIRED TO TAKE ACTION. THEY ARE THE CURRENT FAMIL IAR AND FASHIONABLE 
ONES OF POPULATION AND POLLUTION. THEY WILL BECOME LESS FASHIONABLE 
PROGRESSIVELY, MORE HORRIFYING RELENTLESSLY, AND HENCE MORE ! 
POL IT ICALLY DEMANDING. 
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FBR GOVERNMENTS THE RAMIF ICATIONS ARE IMMENSE. FOR INSTANCE, FOR 
POPULATION READ BIRTH CONTROL PROGRAMMES, HEALTH AND HOUSING, CITY 
PLANNING OR THE LACK OF I T , EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT AND THE ENVIRONMENT; 
FOR POLLUTION READ, FOR INSTANCE, THE EFFECT OF LARGE HUMAN POPULATIONS 
ON THE ENVIRONMENT AND THE POLLUTION CAUSED BY INDUSTRIAL ECONOMIES 
DESIGNED TO SERVE SUCH POPULATIONS. THE TWO AREAS OF CONCERN ARE 
INEXTRICABLY COMMINGLED, 
IT I S , I B EL I EVE , EXTREMELY L IKELY THAT WITHIN THE NEXT THIRTY YEARS 
DEC I S IONS WILL BE TAKEN THE WORLD OVER (AND THAT INCLUDES AUSTRALIA) 
THAT WILL L I M I T NATIONAL POPULATIONS, PROSCRIBE THE LARGE SCALE 
PRODUCTION OF MANY DOMESTIC AND INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS, AND L I M I T OR BAN 
CERTAIN INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES, MODES OF TRACTION, AND METHODS OF 
A G R I C U L T U R A L PROPHYLAXIS, AND AS A CONTINUALLY DEVELOPING CONSEQUENCE 
OF THE WHOLE S E R I E S OF DEC I S IONS WHICH WILL BE TAKEN REGARDING THESE 
MATTERS, GOVERNMENTS WILL BE REQUIRED TO ADMINISTER ECONOMIES THAT ARE NO 
LONGER EXPANS IVE. IN FACT THEY WILL HAVE TO BE, BY AND LARGE, STAT IC , 
CONTROLLED, AND PREDETERMINED. 
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NOW, WHAT I HAVE JUST SA ID HAS BEEN PUT IN WHAT MIGHT BE CALLED THE 
AFF IRMATIVE CASE, I M P L I C I T IN ITS PHRASING I S THE BEL I EF THAT MANKIND 
I S INGENIOUS ENOUGH TO WORK OUT EFFECTIVE WAYS TO DO THESE THINGS, AND 
^ 0 S T A B I L I S E HIMSELF AND H IS EFFECT ON H I S ENVIRONMENT. TO APPROACH 
THE MATTER IN ANY OTHER WAY I S TOO SERIOUSLY DEPRESS ING. 
BUT THE POINT I WOULD L IKE TO MAKE I S TH I S : THE RANGE AND COMPLEXITY 
OF GOVERNMENTAL ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURES THAT WILL BE NECESSARY TO 
IMPLEMENT WHAT WILL BE A RAPIDLY GROWING L I S T OF S P E C I F I C POL IC I E S UNDER 
THE GENERAL HEADINGS OF POLLUTION AND POPULATION, WILL BE STAGGERING. 
FURTHER, THE STAGGERING PART WILL BE QUALITATIVE RATHER THAN 
QUANTITATIVE„ IT WILL NOT BE A MATTER OF ESTABL ISH ING OR EXPANDING 
A NEW OR OLD MASSIVE BUREAUCRACY, BUT RATHER A MATTER OF MAKING SURE 
THAT PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION I S CAPABLE OF HANDLING TASKS THAT WILL NOT 
ALLOW FOR R I G I D I T Y OF THOUGHT OR ORGANISATION, OR ELABORATE HIERARCHIES 
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IN WHICH COMMUNICATION IS DIFFUSED, OR FOR EMPIRES OF AUTHORITY IN 
WHICH THE CAPACITY FOR OBJECTIVE AND EFFECTIVE DECISION-MAKING IS 
DIMINISHED. 
PUBLIC SERVICE ORGANISATIONS TEND TO REFLECT THE SOCIETY IN WHICH THEY 
WORK, AND THEIR VARIOUS STRUCTURES CAN OFTEN BE JUDGED BY HOW EASILY 
THEY RESPOND TO CHANGES IN THEIR SOCIETY. HENCE, THE CRITERION OF 
JUDGMENT OFTEN APPEARS TO BE THE RELATIVE LEVEL OF INTERTIA. BUT THE 
SAME CAN BE SAID FOR THE PARLIAMENTS AND CABINETS WHICH ULTIMATELY WIELD 
THE AUTHORITY OF GOVERNMENT, AND FOR THE MEDIA WHICH INFORMS THE PUBLIC, 
AND FOR THE PUBLIC WHICH ELECTS THE GOVERNMENT. IT IS AT THIS LEVEL NOT 
A MATTER OF WHICH COMES. FIRST, THE CHICKEN OR THE EGG, BUT RATHER WHICH 
(EGG AND WHICH CHICKEN AND HOW TO UNDERSTAND THE PROCESS WITHOUT SCRAMBLING 
OR PLUCKING THE WHOLE COOP. 
PAGE B. 
YET IT APPEARS CLEAR THAT IN THE POLITICAL ARENA AS REFLECTED BY POPULAR 
COMMUNICATIONS, THE VALUES OF THE COMMUNITY ARE PERCEPTIBLY CHANGING AND 
^THAT GOVERNMENTS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATIONS WILL HAVE TO CATCH UP IF 
DISLOCATION IS NOT TO OCCUR, OR IF STRATEGICALLY DAMAGING DECISIONS ARE 
NOT TO BE MADE. 
OF COURSE, NONE OF US, I AS A MINISTERIAL HEAD AND LEADER OF A 
GOVERNMENT, YOU AS ADMINISTRATIVE HEADS OF PUBLIC SERVICE ORGANISATIONS, 
CAN FORESEE PRECISELY THE STRAINS TO WHICH OUR RESPECTIVE AREAS OF CONTROL, 
AUTHORITY OR RESPONSIBILITY WILL BE SUBJECT IN THE FUTURE. WE BOTH KNOW, 
I SUPPOSE IN VARYING DEGREES, WHAT OUR CURRENT PROBLEMS ARE, AND MANY 
OF THESE HAVE EMERGED BECAUSE OF FACTORS OF CHANGE IN OUR SOCIETIES 
THAT WERE NOT FORESEEN. BUT FOR THE FUTURE, WE CAN WITH VARYING DEGREES 
OF EXPERTISE ONLY TAKE CALCULATED OR INFORMED BETS ON WHICH SPECIFIC AREA 
WILL MAKE A NEW AND MASSIVE ORGANISATIONAL DEMAND. 
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AS WE*'ARE STRUCTURED NOW, BOTH THE LEGISLATIVE AND ADMINISTRATIVE 
BRANCHES OF GOVERNMENT ARE GENERALLY CAPABLE OF RESPONDING EFFICIENTLY 
TO THE DEMANDS THE COMMUNITY IS MAKING UPON THEM; WHETHER THIS WILL 
CONTINUE TO BE SO IS THE QUESTION, AND IF THE ANSWER IS NEGATIVE, THE 
FUTURE IS BLEAK INDEED. ONE WOULD HAVE THAT SITUATION COMMON TO ALL 
SYSTEMS UNDER COLLAPSE, A SMOOTH, UNHURRIED AND UNRESPONSIVE ADMINISTRATION, 
QUIETLY GOING ABOUT THE TASK OF RUNNING ITSELF RATHER THAN SERVING 
AN INCREASINGLY DISLOCATED SOCIETY. 
AND SO WE GET BACK TO THE POINT THAT THE INTELLECTUAL DEMANDS OF PUBLIC 
SERVICE ARE INCREASING, AND HENCE WE NEED A CONTINUED IMPROVEMENT IN QUALITY C 
RECRUITMENT. I AM GLAD TO SAY THAT MY PARTY IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA HAS BEEN 
ABLE TO RECOGNISE THIS. IN 1967 WE INTRODUCED A NEW PUBLIC SERVICE ACT 
W ^ C H ELIMINATED ALL REFERENCE TO SENIORITY IN RESPECT OF PROMOTIONS OR 
APPEALS IN THE SERVICE. PROMOTIONS ARE NOW MADE ON THE 'MERIT' CRITERION 
ONLY. IN ADDITION, THE NEW ACT ALSO PROVIDED FOR THE FIRST FULL-TIME 
PUBLIC SERVICE BOARD IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA, AND THE PRESENT MEMBERS OF THE 
BOARD WERE APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNMENT IN 1968. 
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BECAUSE WE ARE A SOVEREIGN GOVERNMENT IN A FEDERATION OF CO-EQUAL 
GOVERNMENTS, IT IS NECESSARY THAT WE MUST PLAN FOR MOBILITY BETWEEN 
OUR VARIOUS PUBLIC SERVICES. THIS IS, I BELIEVE, VITALLY IMPORTANT 
T ^ T H E HEALTH OF ALL THE SERVICES, ENABLING NEW BLOOD TO BE BROUGHT 
IN FROM OTHER SERVICES, AND ESTABLISHING AN ADDITIONAL MEASURE OF 
INDEPENDENCE FOR OFFICERS. TO ASSIST IN THIS, MY GOVERNMENT HAS 
AUTHORISED A COMPLETE REVIEW OF THE LEGISLATION COVERING THE 
SUPERANNUATION FUND TO ALLOW FOR A MORE EFFECTIVE PORTABILITY OF 
PENSIONS. 
IN CLOSING, MAY I AGAIN WISH YOU EVERY SUCCESS IN YOUR CONFERENCE, AND 
AN ENJOYABLE VISIT TO THIS STATE. I TRUST THAT THE OUTING ARRANGED ON 
THURSDAY WHICH I UNDERSTAND IS TO TAKE YOU THROUGH THE SOUTHERN DISTRICTS 
WINE AREA TO A MAJOR HISTORICAL AND TOURIST AREA OF THE STATE, WILL BE 
ENJOYABLE AND RELAXING. MANY OF THE AREAS YOU WILL PASS THROUGH ARE 
CURRENTLY BEING LOOKED AT WITH A VIEW TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF 
INTERNATIONAL CLASS TOURIST RESORTS AND PLANNING AREAS. 
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IN THIS, THE CONCEPTS WITH WHICH WE ARE DEALING NOT ONLY ENCOMPASS THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF TOURISM AS AN INDUSTRY, BUT ALSO THE WAYS IN WHICH THIS 
CAN BE DONE WITHOUT EXCESSIVE DAMAGE TO THE NATURAL OR THE ESTABLISHED 
HUMAN ENVIRONMENTS. I MENTION THIS, BECAUSE IT HAS IN A MINOR WAY SOME 
BEARING ON WHAT I SAID EARLIER, AND THE CHANGING ROLE OF GOVERNMENT IN 
RELATION TO SUCH MATTERS. 
I NOW HAVE GREAT PLEASURE IN DECLARING YOUR CONFERENCE OPEN. 
3 
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SPEECH FDR THE OPENING CF THE AU5TR ALA51 AN PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSI 0 N EHS. 
CONFERENCE BY DCN DUNSTAN, PREMIER OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA. 
27/9/71. 
It gives me great pleasure this morning to welcome you all here. 
The Australasian Public Service Commissioners' Conference is, I believe 
a most important biennial event in the calendars of both Australasian 
Governments and their Public Services. I hope that, as a result of 
your meeting in • Adelaide, both these areas of interest will receive 
benefits from your deliberations and conclusions. 
I would particularly like to welcome the delegates from interstate, 
from Papua-New Guinea, from Fiji and New Zealand. I hope that your 
stay in Adelaide will be enjoyable. And I would also like on behp.lf 
of my Government and, I am sure, the Conference, to extend 
congratulations to Sir Frederick Wheeler on his appointment to the 
post of Secretary of the Department of the Treasury, in Canberra, 
which will become effective from the 1st of November. 
I was interested to read that the main theme of your Conference 
concerns whether the present institutions and practices of.our 
Public Services are Elevant to the communities which are quite 
rapidly changing, and this with especial regard to the role of 
Public Service Boards and Commissioners. 
I think that this is an entirely appropriate theme for a Conference, 
which, meets, as you are, for the first time in the 'seventies', 
and for the first time in Adelaide. 
Here in 5outh Australia, we are faced with the very kinds of 
problems and considerations which, I have no doubt, formulated 
your main theme. They have been with us for some time. They are 
endemic to all developed countries and States. 
What my Government is endeavouring to ensure in 5outh Australia is a 
community whose organised parts are capable of responding in an 
effe.ctive and intelligent way to the problems and to the great and 
observable current shifts in political behaviour and social values, 
and the demands of rapid technological change. 
Because Governments are by their very nature automatically involved in, 
new attitudes to ownership, or changing concepts of family organisation, 
or emergent matters like environmental planning and control, so too are 
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Public Services. 
And given the great range, and the increasing range, of 
governmental interest in both the publicly and privately 
'organised' parts of the community, the constant meshing of 
governmental and private sectors of the community, we have an 
ever increasing number of potentially critical matters upon which 
a Government might be required to act with skill or speed, and it 
is essential that it have working for it a Service which is capable 
of tendering the most carefully considered advice and. putting the 
most subtle of policy decisions into effect. In fact, many of the 
areas requiring future action by Governments have not until now 
been considered its province. 
Elsewhere in the world it is more involved. Matters which had 
previously been considered purely matters of private concern and 
arising out of, I think, the . . . . concept of the areas of 
governmental activity it seems to have bedevilled our community 
for far longer than it should. Arising out of this I think we 
are going to have to do much more of the meshing process. 
Elsewhere, particularly in Europe, we find that the attitudes of 
government and private areas of the community to this meshing 
process of governmental and private activity is very much more 
effective than it has so far been here. 
People still regard areas of activity as being either essentially 
governmental or essentially non-governmental whereas in fact what 
governments are having to do is to see a process in which every 
sector of organisational and community life in some measure is 
impinging upon the others. 
We have a pluralist society in which you simply cannot 
separate out what is essentially a goverment function and 
essentially a non-government function. In fact we are having 
to get co-operation between the public and private sectors more 
and more and involve both public and private sectors in a whole 
series of activities. 
Because problems and areas of action are arising from rapid 
changes in social and political attitudes or the increasing impact 
of new technologies on both the economy and the workforce, Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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governments are increasingly needing advice on matters which 
hitherto have been the province of specialists labouring in a 
hundred different disciplines or entrepreneurs concerned with a 
thousand different commodities. 
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And the changes are speeding up. A period of consolidation cannot be 
predicted. And because of this it is my belief that now and in the 
immediate future our public administration will need to have built into 
it a capacity for constant flexibility and increasing intellectual compet-
ence. 
One of the problems which I am sure all of you face is that as governmental 
policies change there is an inevitable inertia from the very nature of 
public service structure and from the nature of the staffing of 
government departments it is not always by any means easy for a public 
service to be in a position to implement new policies which 
governments or communities may feel are called for simply because as 
the departments have previously been structured the nature of their 
staffs, the nature of the skills available, the nature of previous 
processes, activities in particular areas were such that there is 
inertia - it is very difficult often to change. 
And I think almost any Minister complains from time to time (I know 
Max has heard my complaints occasionally) that one can formulate a 
policy but simply for a Minister to expect that that policy can be 
implemented or will be carried out is quite a different matter simply 
because changing the attitudes, the training, background and outlook of 
public servants right through the range where a policy needs to change is 
not something that can happen overnight and then of course governments and 
communities complain that they can't get rapid change. 
I think that what we need to do is get a far greater understanding 
in the community of the very real problems of changing policies of how 
to implement them and one of the things that gets me really fussed at 
the moment with students in some of our universities is that Ifind 
that in the political and social sciences there is.a very great deal of 
concentration upon what might be called broad areas of policy and an 
attitude of whether the present whole structure of society is 
properly adapted to the needs of society. 
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And there is very little concentration on how society at present 
actually works. So when we try to get them down to the nitty gritty 
of saying "All right how do you do this particular thing at this stage?" 
I find very few answers amongst University students. I think this is a 
very great pity and I have had occasion to get testy when people come 
along to me and say "Well now why don't you do this, thus or the other 
thing?" and I say well why don't you do your homework? How do we do it? 
How can it be effected? This is a'great problem constantly in the 
community and I am sure something that worries you all the time. 
Between now and the end of this century governments the world over 
will be required to make strategic decisions which will be quite 
fundamental not only to our local concepts (here of building a 
community ) but also to the very question of survival. 
And this is because of two basic areas of concern, which emcompass 
all the subsidiary areas in which governments will be required to take 
action. They are the current familiar and fashionable ones of 
population and pollution. They will become less fashionable, more 
horrifying, ±elentlessly, and more politically demanding. 
For governments the ramifications are immense. For instance, for 
population read birth control programmes, health and housing, city 
planning or the lack of it, education, employment and the environment; 
for pollution read, for instance, the effect of large human populations 
on the environment and the pollution caused by industrial economies 
designed to serve such populations. The two areas of concern are 
inextricably commingled. 
It is, I believe, extremely likely that within the next thirty years 
decisions will be taken- the worl over (and that includes Australia) 
that will limit national populations, proscribe ;bhe large scale 
production of many domestic and industrial, products, and limit or ban 
certain industrial processes, modes of traction, and methods of 
agricultural activities. And as a continually developing consequence 
of the whole series of decisions which will have to be taken regarding 
these matters-, governments will be required to administer economies 
that are no longer expansive. In fact, they will have to be, 
by and large, static, controlled, and predetermined. 
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And our concentration then will be on innovation will be in 
innovation of technologies but not in expansion in quantity 
in the improvement of quality but not expansion in quantity. 
Now that will require a great reorientation in our community 
because we are geared to expansion. If we try to cut back on the 
expansive processes of our economy we will be in -trouble immediately. 
But we will have to plan for a different and far more static 
situation 10 to 15 years hence. 
I believe that mankind is ingenious enough to work out effective 
ways of coping with these problems but in fact to do anything other 
than to believe that is to give up at this stage and I don't think 
that we should. But the range and complexity of governmental 
administrative structures that will be necessary to implement a 
rapidly growing list of specific policies will be quite staggering. 
The staggering part will be qualitative rather than quantitative. 
It will not be a matter of getting a large bureaucracy, but rather 
a matter of making sure that w£ are enable of handling the tasks that 
will not allow for rigidity of thought or..organisation, or elaborate 
hierarchies in which communication is diffused, or for empires of 
authority in which the capacity for objective decision-making is 
diminished. 
Public Service organisations tend to reflect the society in which they 
work, and their various structures can often be judged by how easily 
they respond to changes in their society. Hence, the criterion of 
judgement often appears to be the relative level of inertia. But the 
same can be said for the parliaments and cabinets which wield the 
authority of government, and for the media which informs the public, 
and for the public which elects the government. It is at this level 
not a matter of which comes first, the chicken or the egg, but rather 
which egg and which chicken and how to understand the process without 
scrambling all the eggs or plucking the whole coop. 
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Yet it appears clear that in the political arena as reflected 
by popular communications, the values of the community are 
perceptibly changing and that governments and public 
administrations will have to catch up if dislocation is not 
to occur, or if strategically damaging decisions are not to be 
made. 
Nobody can foresee precisely the strains to which our respective 
areas of control, authority or responsibility will be subject 
in the future. We know some of what our current problems are. 
We can, I think, analyse the trends in changing behaviour 
patterns. We can foresee some of the way ahead - but as the 
Fabians wrote -
"The degree to which you can see ahead is necessarily limited. 
In order to be able to see as far as you can you've got to 
analyse present trends effectively and know what is now 
working works." 
From this you can at least get the maximum area of 
effective planning for the future and this is what we have to do. 
We can make some calculated and informed bets on the specific 
areas of expansion of governmental activity and where we ought 
to be contracting. 
I think that we are responding efficiently to the demands of 
the community but it will require in every sector, in 
parliament, in communication, and in public service, 
constant hard work. 
So we are trying here to do what we can to provide the 
conditions in which the public service man needs to meet 
these demands. I think that we have made a beginning in 
this - we have certainly tried - with the new Public Service 
Act - in which we are trying to make conditions in the Public 
Service increasingly attractive, and the superannuation 
provisions provide 
But we do have to have here as I am sure your governments 
elsewhere will be suggesting constant discussion as to where our 
priorities should be set and how we are going to adapt to the 
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the problems I have mentioned. We find in South Australia 
certain areas of our PublicService are still to some extent 
geared to a situation which was that of 20 - 30 # or even 
50 years ago arising out of conditions which existed then. 
The changing of policies and structures 
I hope you have a very enjoyable stay here. We are proud 
of this State. 
We think that this city gives us an opportunity to do just 
some of those things that I have been mentioning. 
So many cities, and this is the most urban conditions for 
the population - adequate mobility and mobility is quite 
essential to a city (I don't mean the mere movement of 
population in physical terms - I mean the movement of 
population socially) 
We have had a planned city originally which has not yet been 
spoiled and we have I believe a basis for providing adequate 
planning and mobility socially and physically in this 
environment and this is one of the disciplines in which 
we have set out from. 
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